In this paper we propose a methodology for coordinating a group of mobile robots that go through predefined paths in a dynamic industrial environment. The technique is developed to be implemented into a real industrial framework. Coordination diagrams are used for representing the possible collisions among the vehicles. We exploit this information for developing a centralized and incremental planning algorithm that allows to coordinate the vehicles and to take into account unexpected events that can occur in an industrial environment. Simulation tests considering a real plant have been executed in order to compare the performance of our technique with the one currently implemented by the company.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic guided vehicles (AGVs) are used more and more in industrial plants and warehouses. The companies working in this growing market are thus spurred to develop new technologies in order to improve the performances of their systems. The overall performance of an AGV system depends on a lot of different aspects, Berman et al. (2008) . The research presented in this paper tackles the coordinated navigation issue in order to minimize the delivery time while avoiding collisions between vehicles. The technique presented is designed to be applied into the existing framework developed by Elettric 80, a company producing end-of-line automation solutions for warehouses and production plants. In the considered framework, for a given plant to be served, a network of adjacent segments along which the AGVs can move is defined. This network is called roadmap. The path that a vehicle has to cover in order to execute a given mission is defined by a sequence of segments of the roadmap. Given a set of missions to be executed by the AGVs, each path is computed without taking into account the presence of other robots. Once the path is computed an algorithm, called Coordinator, periodically computes the list of the segments that each vehicle is allowed to track, called reserved segments. The streaming of the allocation of these lists determines the coordinated motion of the fleet. The control system of each vehicle implements realtime algorithms for the trajectory tracking along with emergency routines that stop the vehicle when an obstacle along the path is detected. A vehicle tracks the list of its reserved segments and stops at the end of the last if no more segments are reserved. A segment is removed from the reserved list as soon it has been covered by the vehicle. This framework is rather common in industrial layouts; see for example Weyns and Holvoet (2008) for the design of a software architecture for this kind of application. Usually, the Coordinator algorithm is based on a set of traffic rules manually defined during the construction of the roadmap. This requires a lot of engineering work when an AGV system must be deployed or modified since several exceptions have to be handled both for production and safety reasons. Our goal is to implement into this framework a new coordination algorithm that allows to drastically reduce the engineering work necessary for setting up the system while preserving or even improving the performance of the fleet of AGV. Coordination techniques are classified in Farinelli et al. (2004) for the wide class of the multi-robot systems (MRS). Focusing on autonomous mobile robots, Alami et al. (1998) offers a characterization of the coordination approaches by considering three main aspects: the architecture of the system, the temporal scope of the planning and the decomposition of the coordination problem. The architecture can be distributed or centralized. Many decentralized approaches came from multi agents systems theory, an example is: Weyns and Holvoet (2008) which presents also a real industrial case. Considering the temporal scope of the planning the algorithms can be subdivided into complete and incremental. Complete approaches try to find a coordination for the whole mission of each robot in one shot while incremental techniques coordinate the robots continuously and slightly ahead. Two examples of centralized and complete approaches are respectively Peng and Akella (2005) and Ghrist et al. (2005) . These techniques require to discard the plans every time the coordination problem must be updated (e.g. a new mission is assigned to a robot). The main drawback of these approaches is their time complexity. The third aspect depends on the total amount of resources (i.e. routes) needed for each mission. If this is much less than those available in the plant, the conflicts remain local and the solution can be found considering only a restricted number of robots (see,for instance Simeon et al. (2002) ). Differently the conflict resolution may, by propagation, involve the whole fleet. In this case a global technique is required. According to this classification, our approach is centralized, incremental and global. The choice of a centralized approach is due to the fact that in the industrial environment, mainly for safety reasons, a centralized coordination is still a requirement. A lot of unexpected events could prevent some AGVs from performing a pre-planned action (e.g. the assignment of a new task to an AGV or a delay while picking up the load) and, therefore, an incremental algorithm, that allows to adapt the coordination to these events, has been chosen. Since the transportation tasks require all the vehicles to traverse long paths within the roadmap, a global algorithm is chosen. This paper present an extension of the algorithm presented in Olmi et al. (2008) which is based on the coordination diagram (CD) O'Donnell and Lozano-Perez (1989) . The CD allows to give a geometrical representation of the coordination problem. Through this representation all information about the possibles collision among the vehicles can be extracted in a way that is independent from the roadmap considered. This tool allows to decouple the coordination problem and the planning problem and it is very suitable for implementing the coordination in a multilayer architecture. In Olmi et al. (2008) a classification of the possibles collision that can take place between vehicles is given by using the coordination diagram. Exploiting the CD, it is possible to associate at each possible configuration of the fleet, a set of constraints over the actions of each vehicle such that no collisions occur. In this work, dynamic constraints on vehicles were not considered and each robot was assumed to move in forward or backward direction at the same maximal velocity (with unbounded accelerations). Communication faults are not faced too. Furthermore, the paths of the AGVs were partitioned in arbitrary small segments and, basically, the coordinator could locally control the motion of each robot. This new version of the algorithm instead considers:
• Different planned velocities for different vehicles.
• The real velocity of the AGVs can be different from the nominal; this allow to easily take into account the effects of the dynamics as a velocity errors.
• The safety is guaranteed also if the communication with some vehicles is lost.
• Real industrial roadmaps are considered, where the dimension of the segments is pre-assigned.
Only two assumptions remain:
• The paths must start and end on segments that are not colliding (see Sec. 2) with the segments of other paths.
• The vehicles must be allowed to move in both the directions (forward and backward) over all segments.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 a formal definition of the problem is reported. In Sec. 3 we present the planner for the motion coordination of the vehicles. In Sec. 5 some experiments are presented. Finally, in Sec. 6 some conclusions are drawn and some future work is addressed.
OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

Roadmap and missions
We consider M AGVs that are moving in the same environment and that share the same configuration space C (e.g. SE (2)). In the application that we are considering, for a given plant to be served, a network of paths which the AGVs can follow is defined. We can model this network as a roadmap R, that is a one-dimensional connected subset of C. The roadmap is formed by a collection T of regular curves. Each element τ ∈ T can be represented by a mapping τ : [0, l τ ] → R and we call it segment. A path p i is defined as a sequence of n i adjacent segments and it can be represented by the following mapping
(1) We indicate with A(x i ) the portion of space occupied by an AGV at the configuration x i ∈ R. A segment τ ∈ T is a colliding segment for another segment τ ∈ T (and vice versa) if there exists a pair of scalars (α, β)
This means that when two AGVs are moving through τ and τ it can happen that a collision takes place. Each AGV has to execute a mission, namely to reach a goal configuration x goal i ∈ R starting from its initial configuration x init i ∈ R. In case no more missions are scheduled, a homing mission is assigned to the AGV which is taken to a garage position. It is possible that the mission manager decides to change a mission previously assigned to an AGV. Furthermore, vehicles can be blocked by unexpected events for an unpredictable amount of time. We will refer with A i to the vehicle that is assigned to the path p i . Each segment τ of the roadmap can be covered by each vehicle A i at a specified nominal velocity v i τ that depends on the type of vehicle (and on the load it is carrying) and on the shape of the segment. When a mission is assigned to an AGV, the path that it has to track is computed. In the framework that we are considering, the coordination algorithm can control the motion of vehicles only through the reservation of segments. For that reason the collision between vehicles can be avoided only reserving at each vehicle segments that are not colliding with other segments already reserved. Our goal is to develop an algorithm that polls the status of the AGVs while they are executing their missions, and plans the segments that each AGV can cover in order to avoid collisions with other AGVs and to minimize the total time required by the fleet for reaching the goal configurations.
Coordination diagram
The coordination strategy that we are going to present in the paper is based on the concept of coordination diagram (O'Donnell and Lozano-Perez (1989) ), and it is an extension of the algorithm proposed in Olmi et al. (2008) . Each path can be also expressed as a mappings
The coordination diagram is given by S = 0,
In the previous version of the algorithm the parameter used for the path parametrization was the length of the path. In order to adapt the algorithm to the case in which the planned velocity of each vehicle is different, the new version of the algorithm uses a parametrization based on the expected traveling time. Thus s i is the time that the vehicle A i would take to reach the position π i (s i ) considering that it travels at the planned velocity on each segment. A point s = (s 1 , . . . , s N ) in the coordination diagram represents a possible configuration of the robots along their paths. Since each path is also defined by (1), the domain 0, T i of its parametrization π i can be partitioned into a sequence of adjacent intervals Δ i ki , with k i = 1, . . . , n i , which are the time windows in which the AGV is expected to travel along the segments of its path. When a new path is assigned to a vehicle, these intervals are computed according to the nominal velocity by which each segment has to be covered by the vehicle. By picking a particular interval Δ i ki from each path, we define a block as the subset of the coordination diagram
A plane of the CD, denoted as CD ij , is a coordination diagram as well which represents the configurations of a pair of vehicles (
, is defined a collision block. An example of CD ij is reported in Fig. 1 in which the collision blocks are represented with black filled rectangles. We are going to present an algorithm that controls the motion of the vehicles by searching for a path within the CD which avoids all the collisions among vehicles. Since the collisions depend only on the configurations of the pairs of vehicles, such a path can be found by considering just all the the planes CD ij of the coordination diagram. A possible solution to the collision free coordination of the M AGVs is to find a sequence b k 1 ,...,k M of blocks that joins the first block b 1,...,1 (identified by the starting segments of the paths) to the block b n1,...,nM (goal segments of the paths) and which does not contain any collision block.
Algorithm 1 Coordinator algorithm
Initialize all(RL i ) Fig. 1 . Case in which the allocation of the segments to vehicle 1 causes the allocation of a block inside the enclosure rectangle.
each vehicle in such a way that no collisions take place.
To simplify the notation we exploit the mapping defined in (1), and we refer with k i to the segment p i (k i ). At each vehicle A i is associated a list of segments RL i called reserved segments. This list is specified as RL i = (k that represent the last added segments to each vehicle. In order to avoid situations in which the algorithm ends up on a loop over the same blocks(i.e. livelock situations), a trace of the visited blocks is stored and at each iteration the algorithm checks if the block it is evaluating has been already visited. If this is the case the changes applied to each AL i are discarded and the loop cycle is terminated.
In Fig. 2 some snapshots illustrating the coordination of two vehicles are reported.
ACTION CHOICE
This section describes the function Action choice called at each iteration of the coordinator algorithm (see Alg. 1).
The algorithm implemented in this function is an adapted version of the one proposed in Olmi et al. (2008) . Even if CV might in general be constituted by any subset of vehicles, we consider (to simplify the notation) that
, the function returns the action u = u 1 , . . . , u N that will be used by the coordinator algorithm to update the lists AL i of the N vehicles in CV. We consider the best coordination action as the one which leads to the major advancement of the fleet. Given N starving vehicles 2N +1 subsets U r ∈ U can be identified that contain actions which lead to the same advancing factor r (Olmi et al. (2008) ):
Loosely speaking, the advancing factor, provides a measure of the advancement of the starving vehicles. For each A i that is not in CV the algorithm takes an action u i = 0. The algorithm evaluates, in decreasing order, the actions belonging to each subset U r , starting from r = N , until it is found a subset that contains a valid action. Differently from Olmi et al. (2008) , where all the M vehicles of the fleet are always considered, here only the subset CV of N (N ≤ M ) vehicles is considered by the coordination algorithm. Even if it does not changes complexity of the algorithm in the worst case (CV contains all vehicles) this fact reduces the mean computational effort. All collision blocks of CD ij are represented (with a little loss in completeness) with an enclosing rectangle having two sides parallel to the bisector of the diagram. In Fig. 3 we have represented the enclosure rectangle with the blue lines r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 . The blocks in which a plane CD ij of the coordination diagram is partitioned (recall Sec. 2) can be grouped according to their position with respect the enclosure rectangle. At each group of blocks is associated a constraint that restricts the set of actions that can be chosen by the algorithm. These associated constraints ensure that the two vehicles will reach their goals without colliding while minimizing the completion time of the two missions.
Given an enclosure rectangle (see the example Fig. 3 ) we give the definition of the groups of blocks and the associated constraints:
• Inner blocks: are the those which have all the corners inside the enclosure rectangle. Thanks to the constrains imposed
will never be in this group of blocks.
• Antumbra blocks: When the upper right corner of the block falls in the region enclosed by the lines r 5 , r 6 and the axes of the plane. This region means that the robots are approaching to collision. As long as
is in this group, there are no actions that penalize the possibility of escaping from the shadow zone. Thus, all the actions remain valid.
• Penumbra blocks: When the upper right corner of the block falls in one of the two regions enclosed by the axes r 1 , r 5 and r 6 , and r 2 , r 5 and r 6 . This corresponds to the situation in which one vehicle has reached a segment that belongs to the path of another vehicle. To escape from this region the following constraint between the actions has to be satisfied: 
"case a" and "case b" distinguish the cases in which respectively the horizontal edge and the vertical edge is inside.
When the block is completely contained in the region enclosed by the axes r 3 , r 5 and r 6 . This corresponds to the situation in which a couple of AGV has reached a common portion of path. The constraints imposed by this region are:
• Between umbra and penumbra block: When the segments QA and QD go across the block. We have imposed these constraints:
• Borders blocks: When the block has some corners inside the enclosure rectangle. The associated constraints are different according to the number of corners that are inside the enclosure rectangle: see Tab. 1.
• Light blocks: All other blocks. There are no constrained actions.
Legend:
New added blocks Reserved blocks Fig. 4 . Evaluation of the distances L i and L j Table 2 . Cost computation
The algorithm evaluates the block
on each plane CD ij , identifies at which region it belongs, and discards all the actions of U r that do not respect the constraints imposed by the region. Further actions are forbidden in case they imply a movement of an AGV that has to implement an emergency stop. In this way, the emergency handling is embedded online in the coordination controller. If all the actions contained in U N are discarded, the next subset U N −1 is considered and so on. The evaluation of the action subsets terminates when is found an action set which contains at least one action that satisfies the constraints imposed. We refer to this subset as the valid action set. In general, when the evaluation stops, the valid action set contains more than one action. The final choice of the action to execute is made evaluating a cost function D(u) that improves the one presented in Olmi et al. (2008) . We denote with s ij the upper right corner of that block ). For each block having s ij between lines r 1 , r 2 and r 4 two points in the plane are individuated. These points, indicated as P 1 and P 2 in Fig. 4 , are the intersection between the two half-lines λ 1 and λ 2 (outgoing from s ij , parallel to and directed in the positive direction of the coordinate axis) and the two rays r 1 and r 2 . Consider the distances L i and L j between the corner s ij and respectively the points P 1 and P 2 . Consider two vehicles at the configuration s ij , L i (or L j ) corresponds to the amount of delay (recall that the parametrization of the paths is based on time) that A i (or A j ) accumulates, due to its stop or backward motion, while the other one advances. Obviously, no delay is accumulated for the vehicle that can advance. The same delay is accumulated also if A j (or A i ) move backward, and the other remain motionless. If u i = u j , no delay is accumulated since this choice does not tend to resolve the collision. In Tab. 2 is reported the delay D i (u) accumulated by A i according to the action u considered. For all actions u = (u 1 , . . . , u N ) in the valid action set, the algorithm computes for each vehicle A i , the maximum D i (u) evaluated over all planes for which it is defined (recall that D i (u) is defined for each plane in which s ij falls in a shadow zone). The overall cost D(u) of the action considered is the sum of all the costs D i (u) associated to each vehicle. Once that each valid action has been assigned 
This is the action returned by Action choice.
EXPERIMENTS
Some tests have been developed in MATLAB to evaluate the improvement of the new algorithm described by this paper. The simulation does not consider dynamics and the positions the vehicles are updated at each time step (0.5s) according to the lists RL i . Aiming at simulating easily congested traffic situation, the tests run on a reduced part of the overall roadmap (Fig. 5) . By this choice, the simulations run with a four vehicles, reducing the complexity of the test, without any loss of generality. Anyway, we also performed a limited number of tests also using wider portion of roadmap, with up to ten vehicles. Time Factor (Berman et al. (2008) ) has been used to measure system performance in the tests
where T st i is the time required by A i to reach its target, V MAX is the max velocity and D st i is the optimal path length. The average time factor over all vehicles from nine simulation runs are reported in Tab. 3. The average overall test results put in evidence that the proposed algorithm performs slightly better than that traditional one from Elettric 80, but we should consider that the original requires up to fifteen days of engineer work to be fine tuned. Differently, the proposed algorithm is able to coordinate vehicles on different roadmaps without the need of any additional engineering work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we propose a methodology for coordinating a group of AGVs developed to be implemented into the real industrial framework of Elettric 80, a company producing such systems. The main advantage of our approach is that it saves several days of engineering work each time new plant must be deployed since it is applicable to any kind of roadmap without the need of specific traffic rules. Simulation tests considering a real plant have been executed in order to compare the performance of our technique with the one currently implemented by the company. The results shows that currently, the implementation of our technique into the framework of Elettric 80, can slightly improve the performance of the system. Future work aims at studying new search technique within the CD in order to improve the coordination between the AGVs.
